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A Note from MnDOT’s Innovation Director
Welcome to our
COVID-19 Innovation
Report! I’m Katie Walker,
MnDOT’s Research &
Innovation Director. Our
hope is to share, highlight
and spur innovation at
MnDOT through this
publication and other
efforts we are launching
to support employee
innovation throughout
the agency.

Katie Walker,
MnDOT Innovation Director

Innovation isn’t new to
MnDOT— from being
the first DOT to test
autonomous vehicles in

cold weather to plow cams offering real-time road conditions
along plow routes, it is all around us.
Every day, employees are using an innovative and
collaborative mindset to find transformative solutions that
serve our customers and move us towards our vision of a
transportation system that maximizes the health of people,
the environment and our economy. We hope to help foster
an innovation culture by supporting creative thinking, new
ideas and customer-focused solutions. This not only supports
MnDOT’s core values, but it equips us to better respond to a
changing transportation environment.
This report captures only the tip of the iceberg in terms
of MnDOT innovation. Stay up-to date by subscribing to
our MnDOT Research & Innovation newsletter. For more
information, contact us at research.dot@state.mn.us or 651366-3780 or visit our website, mndot.gov/research.

“Innovation is occurring every day, in every corner of MnDOT. Having an
innovation mindset equips us to better respond to a changing transportation
environment and maximize limited resources for the good of all Minnesotans.”
- Margaret Anderson Kelliher, MnDOT Transportation Commissioner

Staff Innovation Survey
The COVID-19 pandemic, on top of social unrest and climate
events, presented new and unprecedented challenges, and
MnDOT staff stepped up to address these challenges head on
with passion, ingenuity, and a commitment to public service.
During the summer of 2020, we surveyed staff to:
• Capture and celebrate MnDOT employees’ creativity and
resilience in response to COVID-19
• Understand and document impacts to MnDOT
customers and stakeholders
• Identify efficiencies, cost-savings and service
improvements. Share best practices across MnDOT.
• Evaluate and recommend long-term service delivery
changes.
In 2020, staff shared over 90 COVID-19 innovations —
everything from electronic asphalt delivery tickets to online
payments for billboard permits.

While some changes are
temporary — such as
virtual inspection of special
transportation vehicles and
allowing outdoor dining in
our highway right-of-way
— 80-percent of these
innovations have been
so successful, staff are
permanently integrating
them into our business
practices to improve service
delivery.

80%

Margaret Anderson Kelliher,
MnDOT Transportation Commissioner

of innovations
were permanently
adopted

90+
COVID-19
innovations

COVID-19 Innovations
Asphalt Delivery E-Tickets
Due to COVID-19, we are speeding up the adoption of electronic tickets (E-Tickets)
for reporting the delivery of hot mix asphalt to construction sites, which not only
reduces physical contact, but also increases the accuracy of records and speed of
payments.

Virtual Public Engagement
As COVID-19 restrictions limited our ability to host in-person meetings, MnDOT’s
public engagement staff found new, creative ways to connect with Minnesotans. The
35W@94 Crosstown to Downtown project offered a virtual self-guided tour, including
the history of I-35W, project benefits and construction features. The Highway 67
Granite Falls to Echo project hosted a virtual open house sharing information about the
current road closure and potential solutions. It has had close to 1,000 visitors.

Virtual Inspection of Motor Carriers
Early on in the pandemic, we turned to virtual inspections to conduct safety audits that
couldn’t be delayed. Inspection procedures used a streaming chat application to inspect
wheelchair restraints on Special Transportation Service vehicles for the elderly and
disabled. A short video was created to explain the process to customers.

Electronic Payment System
Our Office of Finance developed and deployed an electronic payment system to allow
customers an option to submit payments online. This improved customer service and
efficiency in transaction recording.

Drone Live-Streaming of Project Sites
To reduce physical interaction at project sites, we leveraged our drone resources so
teams can remotely view infrastructure with drone video, instead of an on-site meeting.
Typically, 5-7 people visit a site – including consultants, MnDOT engineers and local
officials. Only 2 are needed to fly a drone. We’ve been able to observe 30 sites over
four months this way. The drones have also been very helpful in visualizing roundabouts,
collecting more and different types of data, and supporting safety in roadside
operations.

Other MnDOT Innovations
Pilot Testing New Snowplow Technologies
In a new research implementation project, MnDOT is pilot testing five new pieces of
snowplow equipment: two slurry spreaders, a two-way reversible plow, an underbody
scraper and a true-float wing.
The purpose of this project is to vet new technologies for feasibility of widespread
deployment—taking cost, effectiveness, ease of use and safety into account.

Homegrown Tunnel Washers
Faced with the enormous cost of buying a new tunnel washing machine or contracting
out, the service employees in two MnDOT districts have saved the agency hundreds of
thousands of dollars by building their own specialized tunnel-washing machines.
When Metro District’s old washer broke and replacement parts couldn’t be found,
employees were inspired to build their own. They created a multidirectional, tractormounted washer for $40,000 – half the cost of just one contracted cleaning of the
Lowry Tunnel. A new machine would have cost the agency around $800,000.

Wrong-Way Driver Detection
MnDOT is testing a system that detects drivers going the wrong way on ramps that
handle traffic coming off the freeways and into downtown. It hopes to learn whether
“Wrong Way” signs equipped with flashing lights are effective in grabbing the attention
of wayward motorists and getting them to reverse course before tragedy strikes.

Innovation Model
The following model illustrates the mindsets of innovative employees. Larry Myler suggests there are four distinct levels of
innovation: problem solvers, problem preventers, continuous improvers, and creators of a new future. Read “Innovation Is
Problem Solving...And A Whole Lot More” to learn more.

Appendix A:
COVID-19 Innovations Summary

COVID-19 Innovation Benefits
The Office of Research & Innovation conducted an innovation survey during the summer of 2020 to capture the ways staff have adapted during the COVID-19 pandemic. More
than 90 innovations were recorded. Below is a summary of benefits and sample submissions. We acknowledge that this list is not comprehensive of all MnDOT innovations during
2020, but rather serves as a snapshot.

Benefits

District/Office
Best Practices

Safe access for supplies
· No contact transfer area - to minimize the need for people to enter the building for print, copies, supplies, bills.

· D7

Virtual meetings
Examples:
· Compiled and distributed guidance and tips/tools on conducting virtual meetings
· Typing "?" during an online meeting when you have a question works well and helps interject without feeling rude
about interrupting. People running online meetings are more active in reading the comments since everyone is online.
· Using polling tools in meetings, such as Skype and Mentimeter
· We used technology to complete interviews - all candidates were scheduled via private outlook appointments with

· Public Engagement
· Communictions Office
· D1

skype links. We prepared for technology glitches and had a teleconference line on hold if needed. With Outlook, I used · Diversity & Inclusion Office
the delayed delivery feature to schedule delivery of interview questions, position description, and org chart a half-hour
prior to interview.
· Presenting desktop while collaborating on plans and documents has been great since most of my team are visual
learners.

Communications
Increased and open communication with staff
· Land Management

Examples:

· CAV-X

· A morning huddle to round-robin share information and support one another

· Ops Div/Electrical Services Section

· Daily check-ins to understand work priorities and see how they are doing
· Office director shares updates from leadership at the daily huddles and asks staff for items that need to be raised up
the chain

· Office of Chief Counsel
· D6
· Office of Traffic Engineering

· Supervisors have established "office hours"

· District State Aid and Agreements / DOT District 6

· The office director sends weekly written updates thanking the team for their work
· We conducted an Employee Wellness Survey, which had a 50% (N=85) response providing excellent feedback on
coping mechanisms and employee concerns, and was summarized and shared back to the entire office
· We created a virtual trivia game to supplement training for new planning interns and staff and build connections
between planners who are traditionally based in Central Office
· We scheduled SKYPE stretching every morning and at the end of stretching we talk about comments/question
Increased and sustained public and partner engagement

· Office of Administration / Business Integration Section
· PECS/CO
· Commissioner's Office / Central Office
· Bridge Office
· Office of Transportation System Management
· Central Office, Business Services
· Metro District, Planning, Program Management and Transit

· We sent 28 written thank you cards to MnDOT folks working in the field
· MnDOT's Office of Transit and Active Transportation (OTAT) have been promoting and supporting a "Bike to
School" Day every year. This activity was May 6 and due to COVID19, there was no school on May 6 So this year
OTAT re-packaged the idea to be "Bike Anywhere" Day

· Admin - Materials Management
· D1
· Tribal Affairs

· More comments from public virtual public meetings so local concerns can be looked into and taken into consideration · Central Office, Office of Maintenance
· Office of Organizational Planning and Management
during the design instead of trying to fit it in after the project budget, layout, and construction limits have been
completed.

Increased and sustained public and partner engagement
Examples:
· We sent 28 written thank you cards to MnDOT folks working in the field
· MnDOT's Office of Transit and Active Transportation (OTAT) have been promoting and supporting a "Bike to
School" Day every year. This activity was May 6 and due to COVID19, there was no school on May 6 So this year

· PECS/CO
· D8 Willmar

OTAT re-packaged the idea to be "Bike Anywhere" Day

· D1

completed.

· D2-Northwest

· More comments from public virtual public meetings so local concerns can be looked into and taken into consideration · D8
· Office of Transit and Active Transportation
during the design instead of trying to fit it in after the project budget, layout, and construction limits have been
· Staff learned they could set an email notification for our main Library number so we no longer have to call in to check
the voicemail several times a day.

· A couple districts are piloting the "text" feature within Gov Delivery

Cost Savings

Benefits

District/Office

Travel savings

· PECS/CO

Example:

· D1
· We did a Facebook live public update for the Twin Ports Interchange; we held a virtual ATP meeting which only lasted · D8
1 hour to complete our business. The 50 members appreciated the time savings. We have presented virtually at county · OFCVO
board meetings.

· One of the biggest gains is the time saving of not having to travel to meetings. Saving time, lodging, expenses, fuel,
and stress on staff having to be away overnight. Conversations still happen and work gets done, just much more
efficiently without the added costs mentioned here.

· Office of Transit & Active Transportation - IDEA Unit (Innov., Data, Eval., & Asset
Mgmt.)
· Tribal Affairs
· Aeronautics

Electronic processing of documents

· D1

Examples:

· State Aid

· We are reviewing plans electronic, signing and distributing documents electronically
· Many electronic processes (Pcard process, e-signatures etc.) have been created as an interim fix to routing documents
· All of our grant agreements are being signed electronically, including review and signatures

· OFM
· Office of Traffic Engineering
· Research & Innovation

· Taking paper forms that we have online and turning them into digital forms using Formstack
· Staff reviewing plans now have to comment electronically. This has helped move away from paper and we can track
our comments better since it remains electronic and we don't have to print, redline and then scan in the comments

· Office of Project Management and Technical Support
· Office of Organizational Planning and Management
· Environmental Stewardship

Customer Satistfcation
Ease of customer payments and/or additional payment options
· The Office of Finance developed and deployed an electronic payment system to allow customers an
option to submit payments online. Our initial module was for Advertising Permits for the Office of
Land Management.

Environment

Reduction in paper use

· Finance

· Aeronautics
· D1

Examples:
· The Finance Group is working in partnership with the Office of Admin to scan Construction Project
Files and we'll have a great opportunity to go paperless!
· About 35 agency and industry individuals were able to become certified as Bituminous Street
Inspectors by attending a Zoom based Technician Certification training class last week that would
have otherwise been cancelled if not for the technology.

· State Aid
· OFM
· Office of Traffic Engineering
· Research & Innovation
· Office of Project Management and Technical Support
· Office of Organizational Planning and Management
· Environmental Stewardship
· PECS/CO

Reduced travel

· D1

Examples:
· Our public meetings for construction are now being held via WebEx. On one of our construction
project pages, we created an interactive map. This way, the project managers can input updates into
the map themselves and motorists can get traffic impacts updates at any time.
· Many of the districts have conducted their first virtual/online meeting using new conferencing tools

· D8
· OFCVO
· Office of Transit & Active Transportation - IDEA Unit (Innov., Data, Eval., & Asset
Mgmt.)

(e.g., WebEx, MetroQuest, interactive maps to post comments) and said they were successful (more
people attended than would attend an in-person open house, etc.)
· Presentation with Willmar High School's Robotics Class conducted via distance learning

Increased and continued engagement with staff in creative ways

Morale & Culture
· D1
· OFCVO

Examples:

· Our work section developed a PowerPoint presentation with photos and theme-based comments for · Research and Innovation

· Office of Project Management and Technical Support

a retiring employee
· Created a virtual trivia game to supplement training for new planning interns and staff and build

· Materials and Road Research
· PECS/CO

connections between planners who are traditionally based in Central Office. I developed this activity · Bridge Office
because being involved in a community of planners who like to work hard and have fun at work is one · Transit and Active Transportation
of my favorite aspects of MnDOT. I wanted our new staff to feel like they're a part of this community · Central Office, Office of Maintenance
even though we are virtual.
Best practices for conducting virtual meetings

· Office of Sustainability and Public Health

Productivity
· PECS/CO
· D1

More efficient meetings

· D8
· D4/Design, Predesign, Hydraulics, Environmental

Streamlined plan delivery, plan review, signature and finalization

· D1

Benefits

District/Office
· OFCVO

Virtual audits and inspections

· Office of Transit & Active Transportation - IDEA Unit (Innov., Data, Eval., & Asset
Mgmt.)

More timely communication
COVID risk matrix and scenario spreadsheet for projects
Facetime or other electronic communications to talk through the troubleshooting of ITS equipment

· Commissioner's Office / Central Office
· CAV-X
· Ops Div/Electrical Services Section

and traffic signal electronic components
· Office of Traffic Engineering
Sharing technology best practices
· OPMTS
Process for digitally signing new standards and tech memos
· Office of Project Management and Technical Support
Implemented electronic signatures for geometric layouts approvals
Implemented electronic signature process for Technical Memorandum, Standard Plans and Standard
Plates
Digital signing of documents to keep work moving through
Zoom based technician certification training class
Moving training for new staff online
Quicker decision making and question answering
More efficient as collaboration has improved
Increased production hours due to splitting into two shifts to maintain social distancing
Facetime used to certify an asphalt mixing plant
Safety

· Office of Project Management and Technical Support
· Research and Innovation
· Materials and Road Research
· Bridge Office
· D4/Design, Predesign, Hydraulics, Environmental
· D1
· D3
· Materials and Road Research
· D7

Social distancing solutions for safety

· Bridge Office

· District 8 created a 6-pack partition so crews can travel with more than one person in a work truck

· D8
· D3

Devised new best practices in keeping crew and passengers free from exposure
Virtual Audits and Inspections

· Aeronautics
· OFCVO

Time Savings
· D1

More efficient meetings

· D8
· D4/Design, Predesign, Hydraulics, Environmental

